ODA (b)(1)(4)(a,g) REPORTING TO SOTF-SOUTH PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT 21 FEB 2010

SALT:
S- ODA (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
A- REPORTS MULTIPLE SQUIRTERS AND MULTIPLE PEOPLE ON ROOFTOPS. (b)(1)(4)c REFERRING WAKING UP AAF.
L-VIC (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
T- 2235Z

SALT:
S- 1x IED
A- REPORTS FINDING AN EXPLOSIVE DEVICE RIGGED TO A DOOR IVO BUILDING (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
L-APPROXIMATELY 150 M WEST OF BAZAAR
T- 2245

SALT:
S- REPORTS (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
A- REFERRING AAF MOVING UP FROM THE SOUTH WITH HEAVY WEAPONS / REINFORCEMENTS WITH THE INTENT TO MOVE INTO HIGH GROUND IOT ENGAGE. THIS IS POSSIBLY REFERRING TO SBF POSITIONS.
L-VIC SOUTH OF
T- 2300Z

SALT:
S- / AAF OF UNK SIZE
A- REPORTS THAT THEY HAVE SOME AAF TRAPPED INSIDE OBJECTIVE AREA. (b)(1)(4)c STATES THAT AAF IS ESTABLISHING AN AMBUSH EAST OF THE OBJECTIVE AND COMMANDERS ARE TELLING THEIR SUBORDINATES TO MONITOR THE RADIOS AND TO ATTACK ON ORDER. ICOM TRAFFIC HAS INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY. AAF ARE CALLING FOR INCREASED SUPPORT STATING THAT THIS IS THEIR AREA AND THEY WILL "MAKE US PAY".
L-VIC (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
T-2305Z

SALT:
S- (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
A- REPORTS (b)(1)(4)c FROM AAF ON (b)(1)(4)(a,g) ASKING FOR REINFORCEMENTS FROM VILLAGES (b)(1)(4)(a,g) AND (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
L-VIC (b)(1)(4)(a,g)
T-2310Z
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SALT:
S- UNK AAF ELEMENT A- STATES THAT ONE INDIVIDUAL IS GATHERING HIS FORCES AND WILL MOVE TOWARDS S' POSITION ONCE IS OFF STATION.
L-VIC T- 2320Z

SALT:
S- UNK AAF ELEMENT A- STATES THAT THEY ARE AWARE THAT THE IS NOW GONE AND ARE GIVING ORDERS FOR RADIO SILENCE IN PREP FOR POSSIBLE ATTACK ON CF.
L-VIC T- 2330Z

SALT:
S- 3 X MAMS A- MANEUVERING TOWARDS POSITION
L- T- 2335Z

SALT:
S- UNK A- REPORTS SEEING INDIVIDUALS MOVING FROM SOUTH TO NORTH
L- SOUTH OF T- 2340Z

SALT:
S- UNK AAF ELEMENT A- INDICATES THAT AAF LEADER IS ATTEMPTING TO L/U WITH INDIVIDUALS NEAR A HAY PILE TO PASS OFF UNK ITEMS AND TO ESCAPE USING IRRIGATION DITCHES
L- UNK T- 2344Z

SALT:
S- 4 X MAMS A- OBSERVES FOUR MAMS WALKING IN TWO PAIRS
L- APPROXIMATELY 300 METERS FROM S' SOUTHERN SBF POSITION T- 2355Z

SALT:
S- 4 X MAMS
A- PUSHED OFF STATION TO ATTEMPT TO DRAW AAF OUT. THEY ALSO REPORT SEEING A VEHICLE APPROACHING THEIR POSITION FROM THE SOUTH
L-VIC
T- 0007Z

SALT:
S- UNK AAF ELEMENT
A- AAF LEADER NAMED TELLING HIS MEN TO L/U WITH HIM SO THAT THEY COULD HIDE THEIR WEAPONS AND WAIT UNTIL MORNING. HE EXPLAINED THAT IN THE MORNING, THE AIRCRAFT WILL BE GONE AND THEY WILL BE ABLE TO SEE CF. THEY ARE PLANNING TO ATTACK CF IN THE MORNING AT THE BAZAAR.
L-VIC
T- 0015Z

SALT:
S- UNK AAF ELEMENT
A- REVEALS AAF ELEMENTS ARE MOVING IN TWO GROUPS, ONE TO THE NORTH AND ONE TO THE SOUTH IN AN ATTEMPT TO SURROUND CF. STATING THAT THIS IS "OUR" AREA AND WE CANNOT AFFORD TO ALLOW CF TO OPERATE IN THIS AREA OR WE WILL LOSE LOCAL SUPPORT
L-VIC
T- 0026Z

SALT:
S- A- REPORTING THAT AAF ARE OPERATING ON TWO FREQUENCIES: FREQ 1: FREQ 2: . THEY ARE STATING THAT THEY HAVE ENOUGH PERSONNEL AND WEAPONS TO POSSIBLY CONDUCT AN ATTACK ON THE FORCES THAT LANDED
L-VIC
T- 0025Z

SALT:
S- UNK SIZE
A- IDENTIFIED TWO VEHICLES MOVING FROM NORTH TO SOUTH DROPPING OFF PEOPLE IN STAGGERED LOCATIONS
L-VIC
T- 0036Z

SALT:
S- 25 MAMS
A- REPORTS SEEING 25 MAMS MOVING FROM NORTH TO SOUTH ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE RIVER
L-VIC
T- 0040Z

(b)(1)1.4(a,g) SALT:
S- 2-3 VEHICLES / 43-55 PAX
A- (b)(1)1.4(a,g) REPORTS SEEING 2-3 VEHICLES MOVING FROM THE NORTH TO THE SOUTH. VEHICLES SEEM TO BE LOADED WITH EQUIPMENT. FOLLOWING THE VEHICLES ARE TWO DISMOUNTED ELEMENTS. FIRST ELEMENT CONTAINS 25-30 PAX. SECOND ELEMENT CONTAINS 18-25 PAX.
L-VIC (b)(1)1.4(a,g)
T- 0103Z

(b)(1)1.4(a,g) SALT:
S- 2-3 VEHICLES / 43-55 PAX
A- (b)(1)1.4(a,g) REPORTS ISR PID OF 43-55 PAX IN TWO GROUPS CARRYING WEAPONS
L-VIC (b)(1)1.4(a,g)
T- 0118Z

(b)(1)1.4(a,g) SALT:
S- 
A- 
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